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We Need Help!
‘Ale mentioned in Lib,-Ed. 16 that we needed

help with the production of the magazine -
not just to ease the burden on those of us who
have brought it out for the past two er three
years but hopefully to introduce some new
ideas into its pages.

As a result of our announcing in advance two
working weekaends Jean and Dennis travelled up
from London to help us with the first session
for this issue (looking at possible material,
planning future issues, considering what needs
writing and who to ask) and Alan and Lou came
from Cambridge to work at the second session

(typing, Letrasetting, pasting-up). One thing
J

that immediately occurred to us was that there
was no reason whatsoever why the first of such
sessions need always be held in Leicester - so
the Lib. Ed. circus hits the road and will be
in London for the first (planning) week-end
for Lib. Ed. l8 - if you can make it please
come to:

Jean Fitzpatrick, 18 Ravenscourt Gardens,
Hammersmith, LONDON, H.6.

week-end of_l5th/19th January 1974 i
(Tel. Ol 741 0545 - phone first if you need

somewhere to sleep. He'll probably begin at

about 2 p.m. on the Saturday and continue on
Sunday morning)

The second weekwend will be held at
180 helbourne Road, Leicester
(Tel. 0533 50272)
on - lst/2nd February 1975

Please - try to get to one (or even both) of
these sessions - we're quite friendly, really.

What Do We Want ?
must find some new GRAPHICS - the other papers
will soon get pissed off with us ripping off
all their illustrations and offering nothing
in exchange!
2

'ARTICLES - or even ideas for articles ~
always needed. Our constant concern is that
too much of what we print is watered-down S
anarchism - we still blush when we recall the
letter we got addressed to ‘Liberal Education‘.
Clearly an anarchist in the role of teacher is
bound to be something of an anachronism - most
of us remain convinced that it is (just about)
possible (given the social circumstances in.
which we find ourselves) to offer school kids
a vision of a new free society - but what do
you think?

Some Ideas... r
Following are some ideas we have had for

topics that we would like to explore in Lib.

Ed. These could either be tackled by devoting

an issue of the magazine to one topic (as we
did on Exams and Sex) or by developing the
topic from issue to issue.

CURRICULUH
What problems do we face with traditional

curricula? How do kids cope with them? What
curricula would we like to see? Why do we

need_ggy curriculum? What are the necessary
conditions to abolish them altogether? What
re@ults might we expect?

LANGUAGE
what language demands do schools make on

kids? To what extent do they oppress/reflect
class divisions/institutionalise inequality?
REHEDIAL EDUCATION '

We have commented before on the way schools

libel kids 'remedial'- is (can) anything
constructive/liberating be done through remed-
ial classes/departments in schools? It seems
unlikely to us. We print an account of what
one school is doing (‘Whose Sanctuary?‘ - p.5)
as a contribution to this debate,

BUY} SELLZ SUBSCRIBEI

Single Copies...l5p (inc postage) p
Bulk 0rders.....90p for 10 (+ lOp postage)
sub3oriptions,,,6Op for 5 issues (inc postage

BLACKYFLKG BOOKS, l Wilne Street, Leicester.
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The primary school at which I have been

teaching for the past two years is a red-
brick, Victorian, prison-like structure in
South London (Victorian need not only apply to
the structure). I see no need to name the
school as the practices and attitudes found
there could be applied as a general basic
formula to almost any inner-city school. Be
it primary or secondary, it is a criticism of
the teachers, implementing the legislation of
the 1944 Education Act. I am not ignoring the'
work being done both inside and outside the
schools to change the situation, but the fact
that this work often has to take the form of a
pressure group (Teachers Against Racim‘.
parents groups against ESN schools, etc.), is
an indictment of the Education system. ‘A
school forms a micro-society, the child (norm-
ally male) from the white middle-class back-
grcund'has the most chance of succdss as it
passes through the educational mill,

My first experience of racism in action was
on teaching practice (I had spent several
years in colleges of art, and was taking a one
year post-graduate teaching course at Gold- '
smiths), where I was totally unprepared for
what I found. The school was a large, purpose
built girls comprehensive where the classes
were segregated by ability, with 13 classes
for each year labelled from A to M. I remem-
ber vividly being in a C class giving me a
sense of futility and failure - but what about
a kid in class L or H?... The kids rarely s
moved more than a couple of”stations from the
initial groupings allocated upon their entran-
ce to the school. By counting the ratio of
black kids to white I could tell which class
they were - K, L, and M pore virtually all
black.‘ I was told casually that the bottom 2
or 3 classes were ESE. "Could I do some,
creative work with the remedial unit?", I ask-
ed innocently. "There isn't one.", was the
blank reply. I was shoved in with 4L (no-one
else would teach them), told they were like
animals, to swear back at them, and stop them
from smashing the windows! ,Those kids could
and did pinpoint educational apartheid more
accurately than any educational reformer.
They had been conned right along the line, and
they knew it. Theirs wasn't an isolated
experience, from information gathered since
then similar situations exist in many compre-
hensives - although often the circumstances
are less obvious, and the situation more

insidious under a cloak of educational
liberalsim.

On finishing my course I hoped to find a
primary school where conditions were more
tolerable, and I would work in less isolation
in a caring and active environment. The
school I chose is looked upon by the educat-
ional hierarchy as being progressive and
experimental, and is therefore somewhat
nistrusted. But my experiences lead me to
believe that if this is a sympathetic situat-
ion, the National Front must run the more
formal ones, with Powell on the board of
governors. It is one of the largest junior.
schools in London with over 600 children,
based on three sites with a playground that
could only accomodate 100 children comfort-
ably, and not a blade of grass in sight.
Chicken wire and broken glass ran along the
10ft highnwalls, and the inside is equally
depressing. Around three quarters of the
children are black, mainly of West Indian
origin, the teachers all white (and English -
with the exception of one of white South
African origin). None of the teachers were
pducated for teaching in a multi-racial school
and none have been advised or shown interest
in taking supplementary courses. There are no
books on the teachers shelves relating to the
situation, even though there are many avail-
able, and I had them supplied with a booklist.
There is a hard core of older teachers who
*reminisce aksut the good old days when the
school and its catchment area was white and
middle-class. The younger teachers ( for most
it is their first appointment ) feel the
pressure of their_colleagues' status and
experience and, with little support or infor-
mation from the ILEA, are reluctant and unable
to press for change, or vocalise their fears
or problems. The.headteacher,( unlike most )
does not hive the difficult or under-achieving
kids off into ESE schools, uses the overworked
welfare service to the utmost, believes in
‘social education‘ and the necessity to com-
pensate for the play lost or repressed in the
first five years. A commendable liberal
attitude, but a patronising and racist system
still operates throughout the school, with or
without the heads approval. The kids live two
lives - one in school, and the other on the
streets and at home. The teachers dont see
their life out of school, at the end of the
day most are too busy getting into their cars
and rushing home to the Kent suburbs ( includi
-ng the head ), or to the local teachers‘
centre or college to pull in a fat fee for a
30 minutes‘ lecture on ‘multiple deprivation‘

although this is usually done in schooltime,
The kids speak ‘proper English‘ in school

and '-palioifl outside - hands go up in horror at
the cheekincss of a kid who speaks to a
teacher in patois, or ‘bad English’ l Even
the language specialist reckons that patois
is badnEnglish and must be eradicated. There
is a daily religious assembly where a hymn is
suhg, and the Lord's prayer is said by all,
usually presided over by the ‘progressive’
headteacher, The school is mainly orconired
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on a team-teaching basis, which in practice
means that 206 kids in a unit are shoved
together with 5 or 6 teachers, and fairly
rigidly timetabled to fit them all in for
their subject lessons. A new child to the
school ( who ever heard of ‘cultural-shock‘)
is put straight into this situation where he
is completely baffled by noise, numbers and
chaos, and no specific teacher with whom to
form a relationship. There is no form of
consultation with parents, who are often
confused as the aims of the school, and wonder
why their child is not'learning'. A PTA has
long since been found to be unworkable, and
the teachers, used >to their roles of author-
ity and power, cannot envisage a situation
where parents could be equally responsible
and consulted in their childrens' education;
" They are too busy running the underground "
or " All they're concerned about is hitting
their child ", they say to the suggestion that 
possibly teachers could learn from parents,
and desperately need their help. So education
in a destructive vacuum continues. There is
not one book, or piece of teaching equipment
for the Nest Indian child in the school, I
have been told that there is nothing yet
available in this country! Much of the
teaching material dates back to British Imper-
ialism. I recently found a large map of Brit-
ish Colonies in South Africa, vintage I923 -
this map is still in use. Heading schemes
feature Janet and John growing up in a de-
tached house with mum and dad in leafy
suburbia - the school is still being stocked
with these. Once when unpacking stock I came
across the brown paint I had ordered, and
mentioned it to the child helping - the cheers
echoed throughout the "school.

The white, liberal teacher confronted
with the suggestion that we are possibly
practicing a racist education with no concern
for the black child, will counter that they
are not prejudiced, and treat all children the
same, both black and white. I put this at a
staff conferencetogether with suggestions for
change, and emotions were raised to the
highest since the time the staff toilets were
without hot water (the kids have mediaeval
outside toilets, with never a,suggestion of
hot water). Then there is the teacher who has
been in the school for nearly 30 years (happ-
ily nearing retirement) who will say that his
research over that period has led to objective
conclusions that black children are rude,
dirty, of lower intelligence and should be
repatriated- this he will tell his class at
every opportunity, and yet no parent has felt
_able to complain. And the one who if a kid is
withdrawn will say that it is because they're
resflained through having to wear shoes and
clothes after running around the jungle bare-
footed, or will say about the exuberant kid,,
"It's their tribal background, with all those
jigging witchdoctcrse" the kids who are
tranfering to secondary schools (the assess-
ment tests are of course aimed at the acad-
emic, white child- who said the ll plus had
4

been scrapped) recently got their final lett-4
ers of acceptance which were colour coded to
signify the house system still in use in most
oompréhensives. '6ne boy thought that his yel-
low letter meant that he couldn't go to that
school because he was b1ack- "Dear boy" said
his teacher. Parental choice is instrumental
in the changeover to secondary schools, so
the white kids go to the grammar and direct
grant schools, and the black ones to the
'sink' comprehensives with bad conditions and
buildings, and overworked and pressurised tea-
chers. The racialism and injustices are comp-
ounded, the kids have the proof that they.are
intended to be servile, second class citizens,
and the battle is on. Those kids know more
than the teachers realise, only no-one ever
bothered to ask them.

TEENA GOULD
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WHUSE

SANCTUARY ?
‘The comprehensive school is a brilliant

concept in education that enables every
child to be given the opportunity of equal‘
education, without the terrible feeling of
degredation and rejection that ll+ failure
caused. Also, becuase of the greater number
of pupils in one school, there are many more
options in the subjects that children may
study. However, in spite of this equality_
it was found that not all children reacted '
in the same way to this "golden opportunity".
There were still those who, in spite of all
these glorious options and lack of academic
barriers still refused to compete, played
truant, were phobic to school, behaved very
violently or were very withdrawn.

It was postulated, (after research from such'
organisations as the National Children's

Bureau, that did research on a cohort of
children in the British Isles between -March
5rd and lOth 1958) that it coulc not be only
school that was causing this failure, but al-
so the society to which the children belonged.
Thus, a middle-class child gains more from our
present school system as his values relate
more easily
as, in many
does not do

cases the working class child
so well, and sometimes finds him-

self unable to cope as the present knowledge
is so unrelated to anything in his life-style

.And, of these children there are those who
come from drastically deprived homes -ior

indeed are "in care", and living in child--
ren's homes. It is these children, who later
can become the casualities of our society,
either to be swept up by the law or to help
fill our mental hospitals. The I.L.E.A. in-
novated the sanctuaries to cater for their
needs, and Ealing Borough followed suit by
opening two in April 1974 and considering

tve started with a grant of £500, in a temp-
‘ orary hut in the grounds of the school,

next to the school councellor's office. As
it was originally decided to involve the d
school parents, an architect - parent de-
signed our room bearing my ideas in mind, and
an electrician, plumber and joiner were sub-
sequently used to complete the work - which
is still to be completed. My idea was to com-
bine as many features of a comfortable home

Others. ' V

(-6

atmosphere, while at the same time leaving

space for a table-tennis/games area. Con-
sequently, in one small room we are luxurious
with large Indian-type floor cushions, window
blinds (which we made), carpetted sitting l
dais, cooking area, craft area and games area

i'The children who use the Room, as we call
it, are referred either from the social

services, their class teacher or the school
welfare officer. Their case is then put for-
ward at the housemasters' meetings and agreed
by the headmaster and counsellor. Altogether
there are 50 children on my roll
to come for periods ranging from
lesson per week to the whole day
I have between Y and 10 children
A major problem has been to turn

-ptimetabled
one double
every day.
per session.
away all

to the present curriculum.~ Where-

those who find the Room attractive so that it
can remain a sanctuary.

.As I believe in the value of art-therapy in
self-expression and selfsdetermination.so

Eshave stocked the Room with many craft and
art activities. We have also a number of
books ranging in variety from Rock.Dreams,i
Monty Python and Fantastic Art.(The most pOp—
ular being the book of horror films!) we have
a hand sewing machine, which even the most
male-chauvanistic boys want to use; an old,
typewriter, record-player and rented cooker
and fridge.

s~The@only rules are no smoking and no fight-
-ing,(the latter is often put to the test).

The kids do ostensibly what they Tuant to do,
and I advise them. I see my role as a very.¢
vigilant observer, for most of the time (and
some of the time a heavyweight referee). I
strive for as much relaxation as possible and
an avoidance of authoritarian class-room att-
itudes which can enhance their condition un-
favourably. The atmosphere can very from p
being quiet, peaceful and almost drowsy - ton
being wildjhvolatile and frenetic. Whenekids
who are often physically maltreated cross
purposes it is not surprising that occasion-
wlly cups are flung across thearoom and fists
lash out. I try to be as pacific as is
humanly possible and heavy only when danger-
ous situations arise., g

_ I cont. p;'1
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THE RIGHT T0 BE IRRESPONSIBLE?
1‘ iter the sloganising about freedom, what is
 at the basis of an anarchist society? Social
Responsibility?.
Is the purpose of Remedial Drama/Drama Therapy
to furnish a different level of experience and
behaviour as a pointer to a more beneficial and
humane way of living and 'being‘?
If these propositions are so, then elements of
Barry Cope's article DRAMA THERAPY in LE I6
would seem to be more part of the problem than
the solution.

tFrom our political stance, the above definit-
ion of drama therapy should be synonymous with-
‘effecting greater social and political aware-
ness in ourselves and others‘. However, if
Barry intends the examples he gives as some
sort of proof of his aims and methods, then I
feel that he is kidding himself. First off
though, 2 broad points.

The point about institutionalising Remedial
Drama/Drama Therapy techniques within the
school curriculum is important, but surely has
a lot to do with the teaching staff involved
in the particular activity, and whether thee
inherent potential of the method(s) can snow-
ball,- tutor input notwithstanding.

It's worth realising that the bulk of Drama
Therapy/Remedial Drama/Encounter Grcups/Human-
istic Psychology in general that is available
for public consumption is well established as
part of and perpetuation of the present system.
A cursary glance at fees and charges supports
this point, as do some selection procedures,
and the propensity of some groups to reflect
the authoritarian and quasi-fascist personal-
ities of their leaders. In the long run, so
much of the available 'therapies“ become just
one other commodity, for the consumption of the
petit-bourgeois, or plagiarised by what remains
of the hippy thing. Radical Chic. Occupying
much the same position as Cocaine within the
society of the spectacle. Amusing, diverting;
but fuck all to do with the revolution.

I exempt from the above sentiments much
Counselling practice - one to one qr dyadic-,
sharing as it does, common ground with Barry's
definition of therapy/therapist (para 7).
Rather than deny though, an individual the claim
to be called therapist, let us accept instead
that within each individual is the potential
to be such a person. Barry says this in fact.
With this in_mind,_to what extent is the real-
isation of a therapeutic community dependant
on the establishment of an anarchist society.

To return to t e examples of Barry's work in
Remedial Drama Drama Therapy.
I) D088 Barry accept that the boy who took
charge of his class is ‘severely psychologic-
ally ¢i$TuPbBd'. This seems a rather pat
acceptance of one aspect of the labelling
thai ti? Cfihiialist system uses to justify
5
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certain forms of institutional and inter-
personal behaviour, As such it should not be
something_that an anarchist should be party
to reinforcing.

2) Anarchist theories on the nature of prop-.
erty notwithstanding, its a very negative act,
-counter-revolutionary if you like- to encour-
age the destruction of what little community
facilities are available to a dismal, working
class housing estate( New Parks,Leicester).
Why not instead have thrown out the 'surplus'
youth leaders and placed the club under
‘member self-mamagement'. A short-lived project
to be sure, but what potential within the terms
of drama therapy. F

3) The destruction of the science lab fits
round here somewhere too. It's not a point-of
view that has much currency nowadays, but
destroying the physical surroundings of an
institution that oppresses us can be plain daft
even though they might symbolise like hell the
relationships that actually do the oppressing.
Our oppression built these places, so lets work
to liberate them for our collective benefit.
If one is working with kids who expect immed-

iate gratification, and use violence and threat
in and out of school to get it, then Drama
Therapy that merely re-inforces these patterns
is no therapy at all.

Similarly the violence/destruction examples
cited, could in no way be seen in an anarchist
society as particularly anarchic bits of behav-
iour, -Rather as essentially authoritarian.
Exploiting too, those comrades working the
glass factory.

Something puzzles me here about the need for
a violent establishment of a relationship. Is
this a case of having to exorcise out of onese-
lf that which is necessary in order to relate,
or a case of beating it into the person one is
trying, presumably unsuccessfully, to relate to
It seems that Barry points to the stumbling
block Teing within himself(themselves). But
surely within an anarchist society we expect,
dcnt we, that a) there will be a reluctance to
categorize people as ‘screwed up‘, and b) that
we will respect all the parts of an individuals
character and thereby circumvent the need for
some folks to have to establish themselves via
some form of 'extreme' behaviour,

4) What does it matter what the headmaster e
thinks about classes throwing effigies of him-
self onto a.bonfire. What does matter is what
bearing such activity has on their objective
situation, and on their ability to change that
situaticn,- not just vary their sub jective
reactions to it. Engaging kids attention thro-
ugh some sort of bravura performance is all
very well, (we all have our tried and tested
ways,I suspect), but squandering it by pander-
ing tc theatricality seems a shame. _,

PETE GU/I/|MINGS 



From Page 5 (Sanctuary)
I.L.E.A. nave published recentysitatistics

to prove that their sanctuaries have re-
duced the truancy rate over the last year,
and personally I have found that the children
who have been in the Room have in the main
benefitted. I will finish with the general
outline of the development of one of our boys

- O

Tom (not his name) is 15, small and very im- ”
mature; the youngest child in a family of 6.

flung out of hlS_Cl&SS8S as he was so dis-

ICU 1.95
I

Last-term, more and more frequently, he was Q slwc g@_tg press we hear thaj Manny Foreno

ruptive and destructive (his particular has been suspended °n°° again — this time
talent was finding the weaknesses in the from the community school to which he a tP r l w s sen ~

a ‘P s ' - .fter his previous suspension. An amazingemotional/mental make—up of his peers and
turning the screw; so that the whole class

girl who Tom had been working on) By this
was liable to disruption by an hysterical

term he was with me full—time and l had lit-
erally to go round and plead a
to the staff, so that he could
sons a day. During this term,
security (and privilege of his
coffee supply) he is gradually

given the

developing
into a more trustworthy, much less destruct-_
ive, quite charming personality. And from
being the kid who broke the blinds, picked
open the cushions and poured out the paints —
he is now one of the leading lights of the
table-tennis,~who is learning that he can get

' i9’11 19* F63 know that happens and giveby without having to provoke for atflention
And Tom is but one. s

‘ TENSIONS in World ' t

case for him,
attend 2 les-

own locker and

collection of crimes (like inadequate marking

°f 5@0kB) have been added to the main thing
that freaked cut,the Head - using an accgunt

°f his °“n °ar1Y 591 elperdences as the basis
of discussions about sex. The prosecution has
ripped off (without permission) articles from

y 1-1b- Ed. 15 (Sex Boles issue) ‘which Manny had

Lib;Ed, 16,

on display in his room and his own article in

_more details about the QaflQ.in tha next mag
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t Focus ‘Conservative’ ‘Liberal’- ‘Radical’

and School general
the pplitical task

the educational
task

school classroom
curriculum
content

resources for
learning

teaching style

his table is taken from a
most interesting esay by basic‘ skills

Robin Richardson (‘Tensions
in World and School - An out- wider back_
line of certain current ccnt- g,,,,,,,d
reversion‘) which is contain- School Organisw
ed in Vol 5 of the Bulletin, fiml
of Peace Proposals, which can
be obtained free of charge l
from:
Horld.Studies Project,

37 Parliament Street , knowledge
LOHDOH SW1 t

schools in society

theory of

 

to defend the national self-
interest,with force if neces-
sary i

to evoke loyalty to the na-
tion

own national history, cul-
ture, achievements, victo-
ries, great men

textbooks, chalk-and-talk

class as basic unit, and
teacher as instructor

factual recall — dates, for-
mulac, terminology, spell-
ing

clear" boundaries - e.g. in
hierarchy, distinct subjects,
seclusion, segregation

‘academic’ education for
children of present elite

Platonic - reality as _wholly
external" to the human
mind

to create" asystem of world
order — viz. laws to pro-
hibit drmcd force

to evoke loyalty to the
world community as a
whole

world history, other cul-
turcs, East—Wcst conflict,
United Nations

worksheets, "hand-outs, ‘evi-
dence’, newscuttings

individuals or small groups
as basic unit —- teacher as
guifle

skills of enquiry — assess-
ing evidcnce, forming
hypotheses

blurring of boundaries -
participation, integrated
studies, interaction

‘equality of opportunity’ —
viz. emphasis on t-future
elite

‘forms of knowledge’ ——
idea of distinctive intellec-
tual disciplines

to create justice, both with-
in and between countries-

to develop the skills and
attitudes of ‘freedom-fighv
ers’

relevant concepts -- ‘struc-
tural violencc’, North-
South conflict, systems,
bias

experiential - games, simu-
lations, and involvement in
real issues

variety of groupings and
roles according to varying
tasks

skills of expression - lan-
guage, other media, action
in real issues

variety of boundaries. ac-
cording to varying tasks

variety of provision within
and towards real social
equality

cxistentialist — cniphasis on
subject-object dialectic. ‘so-
cial constructiorf of nralitx"

7
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][n the course of an extensive attack on the Even if the scientific significance were

behaviourist ideas o_f_B.F.Skinner ('Psycho1..

°€Y and Ideology‘ in FOR REASONS OF STATE - social consequences. But if the scientific
interest of any possible finding is slight,

 immense, we should certainly question.the
seriousness of the dilemma, given the likely

published by Fontana _ 609.), Noam Chomsky than the dilemma mishaS‘"_
makes the following points about those (like
Eysenck?) who claim ‘scientific interest‘ only
for the racist investigations they undertake,

'5' '

".......... imagine a nsychologist in
Hitler's Germany who thought he could show
that Jews had a genetically determined ten-
dency towards usury (like squirrels bred to
collect too many nuts) or a drive towards
antisocial conspiracy and domination, and
so on. If he were criticized for even under-
taking these studies, could he merely respond
that ‘a neutral commentator...would have
to say that the case is simply not settled‘
and that the ‘fundamental issue’ is ‘whether
inouiry shall (again) be shut off because
someone thinks society is best left in
ignorance‘? I think not. Rather, I think
that such a response would have been met
with justifiable contempt. At best, he could
claim that he is faced with a conflict of
values. On the one hand, there is the
alleged scientific importance of deter-
mining whether in fact Jews have a geneti-
cally determined tendancy towards usury and
domination (an empirical question, no doubt)
On the other,there is the likelihood that
even opening this question and regarding it
as a subject for scientific inquiry would
provide ammunition for Goebbels and Rosen-
burg and their henchmen. Here this hypo-
thetical psychologist to disregard the
likely social consequences of his research
(or even his undertaking of research) under
existing conditions, he would fully deserve
the contempt of decentpeople. Of course,

scientific curiosity should be encouraged
(though fallacious argument and investigation
of silly questions should not), but it is
not of absolute value.
OIIIIIII

"Turning to the question of race and
intelligence, we grant too much to the con-
temporary investigator of this question when
we see him as faced with a conflict of values:
scientific curiosity versus social
consequences. Given the virtual certainty
that even the undertaking of the inquiry-
will reinforce some of the most despicable
features of our society, the seriousness
of the presumed moral dilemma depends crit-
ically on the scientific significance of
the issue that he is-choosing to investigate.

L n -.-- -" H -

ON POETRY

corn: on nor,
GIRL, In THAT onnsn,
A FLOWER," PICTURE, POT,
FILE, AND ssconn HAND
PROCESSED sxrnrnsncs
umrsn UNDER YOUR noso ,
wrru A STUPID
STIMULUS scour.
Now PRODUCE A
sonnsr, POEM,
FREE vssss, T0 MATCH:
mos Now, no SHEAR nouns
FREE vsnss, no REAL smt
no NOT DARE (THAT.
TEN LINES IS ENOUGH.
coon,  coon, coon, coon,
HCELLEHT, VERY coon,
I'LL PIN rr T0 TE HALL,
mm YOU vent HAPPY.

MICHAEL GERARD
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This article first appeared as a
supplement to the now defunct Libertar-
ian Education Network Bulletin.

Ilihe principal platform of the syndic-
alist teachers in France is contain-

ed in the first editorial of their
Bulletin: T

"We are syndicalists. It was not
therefore our intention to set up a
club, and even less to edit a bulletin.
We thought, and continue to think, that
we can succeed in expressing ourselves
in the union as plain employees, rather
than wearing some ‘cap’ or other.o We
are resolved essentially to distinguish
ourselves from the political factions
who battle inside our union and in our
local branch. For us, the union is the
only true class organisation: all atte-
mpts from whatever group to take control
must be combatted."

This paragraph highlights the major
problem of the teaching unions in France
Their structures are highly politicized,
but only as a result of the activitiks
associated with sectarian in-fighting
by political factions rivalling each’
other for control of the union apparatus
(That is, the F.E.N., the federation of
teachers‘ unions.) In the name of unit
among these factions, the FEN adopted a
constitution which recognises the right
to form tendencies of any group. Great,
one thinks, but in practice this means
that unless one is affiliated to a group
you simply do not have a voice in union
affairs and debates. The result is mass
apathy among the membership in regard to
the day to day business of the union,
and a vicious circle which strengthens
the stranglehold of political factional-
ism. ‘

Such a situation is beginning to apply
to the National Union of Qtudents in
Britain, alienating, for example, large
numbers of Scottish students to the
extent of a desire for disaffiliation.
In principle most students probably do
not object to the recent developments at
conferences where issues beyond the day
to day NUS activities are debated; but
when in practice this simply means an
opportunity for the political factions
to use NUS conferences as stages on which
to act out their weary, jargon crammed
theatricals, it leaves the mass of the
membership thoroughly alienated from
even the most vague interest in union
affairs despite the ever pressingAI V -l- -' 1

urgency of the ouestions of grants and
accommodation (on which nevertheless
huge numbers of students have taken
militant action.)

6 T606‘ I
I
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The problem is put succinctly in the

French bulletin when they point out that
for syndicalists and the mass of the
union membership, the union is both a
means and an end in itself. It is a
means to bettering of conditions of life
now, and an end in providing the struc-
ture for solidarity between a section of
the working class. If the union is to
become, with other unions, the agency of
revolutionary social change, then it will
do so truly only as an extension of the
day to day struggle in response to the
necessities forced upon it. To have
groups and parties coming in from outside
to hitch the union Waggon to the partic-
ular train represented by their party
programme is not only a negation of the
union's independence, but also of the
genuine nature of anysocial change brought
about. It is also a gross insult to union
members to say they are unable to think
out their own fates without the inteven-
tion of those who went to cadre classes
in.Marxist-Leninist theory. This is not
simply a vague theoretical question, out
can be seen in the terrific extent of
the damage done to the union by sectarian
scuabbles.

ad I-‘mace

While the same situation does not apply
to the teachers‘ unions in England, their
already well-established disunity is
further exacerbated“by attempts in this
direction, symbolised in the three-way
flare-ups between Conservatives, the
Social-Democrat controlling caucus, and
the IS-dominated Rank-and-File group.
The French experience stands as a warning
to us that we must_not be trapped into
the same kind of false ‘unity’ based on
purely constitutional devices.

Let us not be misunderstood though.
We‘are not opposed to the principle of
the right of different groups of teachers
to form alliances within the union, and
we are not to be allied with those groups
who proclaim their opposition to ‘polit-
ics'in the union, while themselves
representing a brand of unaffiliated
right-wing conservatism. Any attempt,
for example, to expel Bank and File
members (as has been suggested} should
be seen for what it is- the attempt of
one group to gain victory over another
in a power struggle for control of the
union- and it should be combatted
vigorously. Like the French comrades
we would stand instead for the principle
of the right, indeed duty, of all
teachers to be union members, regardless
of any other political affiliation.

Contd. on p.12
9



Give up classes on Fridays and have Jan
sessions.
Have teachers try going on a students?
timetable for a day or two. -
Walk on the grass in spite of the
signs. If there's no grass, dig up
your playground and plant some.
Demand a merit pay system for the ads
ministration.
Arrange a no-adults area for kids.
Refuse to let careers officers talk "ha set up a_Pub1ic Teeeh_in on Educatien,
y°“r ‘?1a§5°S unless Uncareers reps are planned and carried out by the teachers
also Invited‘ and students.
Hake your students communicate without Step the gossip abeut kids in the staff . _
using words. room. "”

Seize the in*°r°°m and dismiss the Have your English classes correct all
5°h°°1' office memos and return them.
Issue m°gaPh°n°S t° the kid5' Assist kids in setting up a curric-
pour raspberry yegheurt in the eenfi¢_ ulum evaluation committee. e
ential files’ Arrange after-school sessions for kids
Give students their choice of teachers. ab°ut their legal rights‘
Pu-5 one ( at 163,31; ) rocking eheir in arrange after-school sessions on acad-
every e1eeereem_ ' emic freedom for teachers.

gake a eelleetien and buy all kinde of Interest the localeliberaldawyers in
games with your class. 3 P Mir?lo al re resentation for kids. l Q. ,{
Burn all the deeke and ehe_iI.e_ Conduct free Saturday classes, invite e (f e

the caretaker. ;
Hake a tape-recording of all the racist , r
remarks in -the B-iaffroem and -turn it Helpstudents photograph the 8011001 NE
over to the 100&1:B1&OkID6f6flOB Comm-» “fr°m their P°int °f view’ and set up
ittee the results in a display in town. ~

Visit a school near to yours.Get your Head drunk and put him on as r e _
Plane TOT the Gfilfln Heights. Start a new school near to you with fiI?:Ebg§:;:;1:nT€*
Use epoxy resin to glue the head's door 5°m° frlendfl‘ Paper and adapted
Shut While he'd out (or in ?)t Take a,tnpe-recorder/ witness/ lawyer serious as well a;
~Bui1a geedeeie demee on the playing to the office when called in. tactics focus on 5

e from parents whosefields. Calculate and publicize the total man- fucked var b th-
hours wasted by bad Jokes at departmen- O ~yBuy your Director of Education &rHead- . . serve to eliminat:

master a subscription to Lib.Ed. tel méetings’ doing the r?g1Bt§r’ eti good teachers fro,

\\
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fife.

d er mono doin a roun ,°°unt1ng Inn y’ g p yg are concerned wit-d t .
u y But schools vary-

Buy an old horse. Take it to the head's ib1¢- app1ying.:r*
ANY PERSON room. - Pasture it. prove a conservat'

. _ al act. If you a:WHO Hire a rock band to play at dinnertine. your achool V
Hfs [S CLEARLY Periodically have hordes of teachers Q marked * below. i

d students go down to the office and ask 8PPP°Pria*° to y@*
D-for some rumour to be confirmed/denied. BI‘, Ilnficvflr 01‘ re

f start rumours take a second ste.
TO BEING l '
A Democratise the NUT.

_ Denocratise Rank:& File.
Help students raise money for second-
hand sofas, armohairs etc and refurn-
ish your classroom. p
Abandon the timetable one (One?) day a e Post the Gueril
seek and substitute games, dancing, ice Board
art, films, community action. '

-- -- _ . ___.,. ._... ,_...-_ -



n Education

Sit?
:MELL_-__<i’
v IDEAS

chers' Manual (first
e American "Teachers
by us - Lib. Eds.) is
humourcus. Some

enerat ing support
kids are getting
system. Others can
barriers isolating
one another. All
humanising schools.

nediocre, bad, terr-
giIen'tactic may

re, liberal or radic-
1t to find out where
Lts, try the tactic
r choose any tactic
5 situation. Disoové
aver the resources to
. and then a third...

a Manual on the Hot-

Put up negative notices- Students must
not wear.blaok armbands on Thursday.
Students must not wear bowler hats all
next week.
Bring in a community activist whenever
possible to teach, watch or take<notes.
Be one.
Let kids sit where they like- cg. floor
windowsills. outside.
Get prospective teachers interviewed
by a staff/student fomm.
Talk' to your caretaker.
Talk to your headmaster (if you can
bear to).
Hun satirical ads in your local paper-
'School for sale, 39 teachers (32
conservatives,2 liberals, 5 middle of
the road.)
Set up a phoney school and employ all
the crummy teachers.
Ask'the school board to fire the admin,
let the kids run the school, and split
the difference.
Start an exchange programme with kids .
and teachers from schools nearby.
Hake sure your teacher governor is dem~
ocratically elected and spills the
beans.
Conduct evening seminars with parents
on how schools fail their children.
Start a free school.
Spend part of your summer camping and
find out that you're tougher than you
thought.
Telephone one parent each night for 15
minutes to talk about education,the
kids, the school, etc.
Find (if you can) a good idea that your
head has had and compliment him/her on
it.

Sell your body (if you've already sold'
your soul) and give the money to the
school improvement fund.
Use the PTA to agitate for change.
Get copies of the school rules and
other regulations. I

I
_ . -_ .-|_, . .. _.. _ ___ ,, _.. 1 .__. . . ._....-. Z ---,-

Use your friends among other teachers
to recruit for your school.
Read Lib. Ed. Leave a copy in the
staff room.
Remember when you were a kid?

Invite parents to class regularly and
gask them to help.
Invite the head to class regularly and
ask him to help. I
Help form a students‘ council that
works.

!

Begin your next job interview by shout-
ing "I don't take shit from anybody,"
Invite the board of governors to come
and take a lesson.

11% FQ

I TAKE IT
THIS IS
OFFICIAL

c::

Order a class set of the Little Red
Sohoolbook.
‘Ask students to paint the interiors of
classrooms, and bring posters.
Carpet the classroom.
alnsist on a Black Studies programme in
yaur B31199]. I_

Put an aquarium in the music room, a
stuffed owl in the staffroom, pictures
of Hiroshima in the physics lab.

Add to this list:

IIIIIIOOOIUIIIIOOOIIOOIIIIIIIOOOIOOIII!
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IIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Send the best suggestions to:
Libertarian Education Group,
180 Melbourne Road, Leicester.
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To foil the attempts OI would-be

leaderships to impose themselves on the
union, the French comrades principally
point out the need for active vigilance
among rank and file members. A_p0int
they do not make so much of, but which
for different reasons is seen by radicals
in England as vital to this aspect of
union affairs, is the need to combine
vigilance with a demand for a union
structure which effectively prevents
any group from securing control, and
leaves the rank and file in total effect-
ive control of the union. Such demands
will stand in clear opposition to the
Trotskyist dictum that the class indep-
endence of the union can only be guaran-
teed by the political leadership of the
vanguard party.

Equally this is the only way to counter
the argument, opportunistically put
forward by the Trotskyists, after the
pattern of their Guru,that syndicalists
merely represent another leadership group
living behind a smokescreen of libertar-
ian rhetoric. There are indeed.syndical-
ists who, with the best of intentions
and the worst of understandings, would
gladly see existing union HQs staffed
by professed syndicalists manipulating
the machinery to outwit the other groups
That happened to the syndicalists of the
past, particularly in France, and as a
result they were discredited as hypocrit
es and the way was opened for a Stalin-
ist takeover. They were outwitted at
their own dangerous game, and serve them
right. History operates its own dramatic
ironies, p
SHCTlQfi§LMl§*“ “I 'UNlONSfsRnSTS AND BRITISH ~ .

In England the situation in,the U6&Che"
ers' unions is considerably different.
Firstly, the unions are divided, not
along party lines, (though incidentally
this may play an indirect part), but
along lines of sectional interest- e.g.
so-called ‘career teachers‘ (whatever
they may be} have the National Associa-
tion of Schoolmasters for men and the
Union of aomen Teachers for‘women;
grammar school teachers favour the
Assistant masters(or mistresses) Assoc-
iation; 'professional' teachers(those
who will not strike) have their own I l
lrofessional Teachers Association;
technical college lecturers have their
own union, though it is affiliated to
the major union, the NUT; university
lecturers are organised partly in the
Association of University Teachers or
in the Association of Scientific,
cechnical and managerial Staffs.. Only
the NUT can claim to represent anything
like a cross-section of the profession,
since that was its original intention;
out with the successful recruiting by
rival organisations this has-become more
of a pious hope than a reality, and the
NUT is gradually becoming the union for
12

primary teachers, against its will.
Within the NUT itself there is also a
split of interests between the younger
teachers associated with the Young
Teachers Association (part of the NUT)
or Rank and File or both, who represent
the majority of the profession, and
those who have climbed the career ladder
to posts of responsibility and now sit
squat and heavy in all the key positions
of the union hierarchy, effectively
representing a moderate bloc more or
less favouring the status quo and
reluctant to relinquish their power
either in the union, or in the schools.
Sectional rivalries and head teachers
domination of union affairs pretty well
dampen any sparks of enthusiasm among
the mass of teachers.

Secondly, the English unions are
effectively castrated by the middle class
and career aspirations of the majority
of teachers. This eagerness to build
or maintain a sense of ‘professional
status‘ is what lies behind the sectar-
ianism of the teachers‘ unions while '
also bolstering up the pattern of flier-
archy within the NUI. It is a question
which constantly intrudes itself into
union affairs and debates, usually to
the detriment of of any effective
militant campaign for better salaries
and working conditions. The NA5 @065
not suffer from the same problem as the
NUT, and has an almost nihilistic
campaign of self-interested demands, at
least recognising that if you want high
status you must first get up off your
knees. Opposing the aspirant middle
class teachers is the contrary line, that
only by unity with other sections of the
working class can the teachers advance
their interests.

On this class question, libertarians
in the teaching profession can do much
towards clarifying the debate. The
harxists of Rank and File appeal to a
working class ethic which simply does
not prevail among most teachers (though
an influx of young teachers-from the
working class, combined with the depress
ed salaries in relation to a rising cost
of living have brought some hard sense
into the teaching profession) ,as if
there was some kind of mystique attached
to the concept of working class solidar-
ity. That is, however, better than the
opportunistic line of the NUT leadership
who use what feelings of base solidarity
there are to forge alliances with other
union bureaucrats, creating an unholy
alliance of professional manipulators,
and perhaps a new dimension to their
union career.

what is necessary is to bring right
into the open the question of social
status among teachers and to confront
the would-be middle class element. That
can only be achieved with a public anal-
ysis of the role of education in the
handsrof the state, operating to maintain



the existing social and economic system.
This is not as difficult a task as
perhaps some of ghe Rank and File group,
obsessed with bread and butter unionism
and a gross distortion of what is meant
by the word ‘materialism’, imagine. In
England, broad educational questions of
school organisation and curriculum are
extensively debated, perhaps not in the
best terms, but debated nevertheless.
To achieve a meaningful development in
this direction an alliance must be forged
between rank and file teachers, working
class parents, trade union rank and file
members, students and pupils, to challenge
the would-be professionals with more than
rhetoric and educational philosophy, to
challenge them with the organised strenth
of a critical movement for educational
and social change firmly based in the
working class community and among young
people.

Where teachers are worried by questions
of classroom activity and survival they
should be encouraged to think socially;
the growing revolt among students and
pupils can help to make this possible,
so long as it does not continue to pro-
voke the professional defensive reaction
characteristic for example of the NAS.

The questions of an alternative educ-
ation and teachers pay are not separate-
unless one wishes to buy off dissidents,
or basically to preserve the system for
some future new hierarchy established by
the self-styled Proletarian Vanguard
when and if it should seize power.

What does make it difficult is the
mystificating effect of education itself.
After several years of schooling, young
would-be teachers present themselves at
the training colleges full of idealism
and altruism, ready to take part in what
they believe to be a socially useful
Occupation. Socially useful it is- to
the maintenance of a capitalist,
consumption-production society. But ThlS
is not what young teachers mean by
socially useful; it is what they learn
in the early years before, rotted by
disillusionment, despair and cynicism
they give up the ghost in the face of the
powerful socialising force of the Skool
Kommunity. This also, l maintain, is the
point where resistance must begin. Social
change does not arisefrom demands for a
redistribution of goods, but only as a
result of a widespread, total, and active
critique of the doomed society. Skool is
where the ideological conditioning is
firmly put to root; anti-skool is where
power over human minds is challenged and
put to rest. I
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the story of what happened to me last year-
I think it was gross victimisation. Like
Manny Moreno, I was transferred; and I was
deemed'"not suitable" for the post I occupied

I, am grateful to Lib. Ed. to be able to tell

Itaught at Twyford School, a large mixed
(comprehensive in Ealing; I was appointed by

the head of immigrant education in the bor-
ough. Part of my job was to run an extended
day programme, which was based on a kind of
youth club. The school was supposed to be
developing into a community school, and the
ex. day,programme‘was to be one of the be-
ginnings of this.

irhe club itself was fairly successful,
usually attracting 50+4O kids every even-

ing. As time went on, the club was attended
mainly by West Indian kids, a fairly common
experience of youth clubs in the area. The
head, who has quite aIhistory of racist state-
ments and practices, began to insist that I
impose more "control" i.e. throw out the West
Indian.kids. The fact was that there was
little need for "control" as the kids on the
whole were pretty well behaved. My idea was
to run it as a place where kids could come
and talk, have coffee, play cards and table
tennis etc. and not be hassled and hounded by
teachers. It is hardly surprising,that it
attracted kids who were disaffected and turned
off by school and that most of these were West
Indians. I

The head also blocked otherflprojects that
I and other teachers wanted to develop e.g.

typing, woodwork, car maintenance, with an
approach that could. at best, be called in--
flexible. He severah times threatebed to V
close down the activities, and was in touch
with the education offices without telling me.
In the second term, some windows and lockers
were broken in a building near the club; it
happened at night, long after the school had
closed and all the kids had gone home. The
head blaméd this on the kids from the club.
The head of immigrant education came down in
some haste, and a meeting was called - the 5
of us along with the senior mistress. As
well as other statements notable for a lack
of taste, the head said it was a pity the
club was attended by Fblacks and the worst
element of the white population." When it
was suggested that these were the kids who
were most in need, he was not convinced. He
withdrew the accusation about the windows
and the lockers; and he promised he was not
going to close down the club. ,The head of
immigrant education (HIE) promised to nav for
the windows and lockers anyway.14 y ,i

‘Three months later, and 5 weeks before the
end of the school year, I received the

following letter:
Dear Mr Mclldpwney, re; Extended Day
Activities. Very reluctantly I have come to
the conclusion that we must close down the
Extended Day Activities that you run and org-
anise after school. _I know that you and the
children will be most upset but it is the
only way I can put pressure on the Authority
to do something about the replacement of the
windows in the Integrated Studies ,B?bck. As
you know I complained at Easter about the re-
pair situation and siad then that it might
come to this. - Yours sincerely. DG Osen.
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flquote the letter in full because I think
rarely is there such a clear admission of

how  scisions in the world of schooling,
which are assumed to be based on educational
principles, are often quite political; al-
though admittedly, it is not often that a
head has a teacher transferred in order to get
the windows fixed. I

Istormed up to the head's office, demanding
to know what it was all about. He said in

his best bland tones that it was only a temp-
orary measure and that the club would be re-
opened as soon as the windows were repaired.
A few days later, the decision to close the
ex. day programmed was confirmed by the ed.
offices; and I was transferred. I saw the
head'again. At first he knew nothing about
my transferral - that was the decision of the
ed. offices. However, he then admitted that
he had sent a letter there several weeks be-
fore. He refused to give the date or say
what was in the-letter, except that he had
said I was "not suitable" for the post I was
holding (I have not yet been able to see they
letter; the HIE and his deputy first claimed
to have no knowledge of it, thhen promised to
find it so that I could see it, now claim
that the letter was confidential and that
therefore I cannot see it).



I asked to have a staff meeting on the iss-
ue. The head refused. The chairman of a

body called the Staff Common_Room Cttee (3),
who is usually responsible for callein staff
meetings, declined to help. I got up a pet-
ition for a meeting, took it around as many
of the staff as I could as fast as I could,
got 60 signatures (the staff is 80 odd), and
went back to the head. He agreed to have a
meeting - three days before the end of the
school year.-

.Ai the meeting, I described as well as I
could what had happened and drew certain

conclusions concerning the power of the head-
master and the need for a less lofty app-
roach if the school was to be any kind of
community school There was a great amount of
sympathy, but the message I got was that few
of the staff would be prepared to back me_if
I were to defy the decision and come back to
the school the following year.

1.

I
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‘The NUT officials I spoke to offered me no

hope although Dick North of NUT Rank and
File said that Band? would take the issue up'
after the holidays if all else failed. The

JD

..At a staff-6th form meeting, I suggested
' rather mildly that one of the reasons for

the alienation amongst kids, especially 6th
formers, was that 17, 18, and 19 year olds
were being treated like children, and that
one way to remedy this might be to give 6th
formers a say in the running of the school.
This confirmed my reputation in the school as
a dangerous subversive.

.Another incidentwhich did not exactly_en—
dear me to the head: on arriving back at

school for the third term, I found that my
English language classes for immigrants had
been cancelled, and I was to teach English
classes of over twice the size. This was to
fill the place of an English teacher who had
left at the end of the second term - a fact_
known to the head and the head of the Eng-
lish department months before. I protested
to the head, and pointing out the effect
this would have on immigrant kids whose Eng-
lish was more than rudimentary. He refused
to change the decision: An NUT meeting was
called. It was decided it was not an NUT
matter, but pressure was put on the head
and I got my classes back - after 4 weeks‘
disruption. i  *

_At the end of the term, I was contacted by
the ed. offices, and there was some in-

decision about wjocj scjpp; O was tp be trans
ferred to. The HIE, who was responsible for
setting up the scheme, sympathised with me,
deplored the power of headmasters in schools,
said the actions of the head were indefens-
ible and that it had been a mistake to set up
such q scheme in a school with such a bigoted
headmaster; let's start again, with another
more "liberal" head. In disgust, and unable
to face having to get to know another 1500
new kids, 80 new teachers and a head, with
the possibility of further victimisation for

chairman of Ealing Community Relations Coun- ‘my ideas and aPPr°a¢h» I resigned and am now
cil, said he would help. The,local Inter- h
national Socialists promised to get involved

working for the social services. There is
the prospect of a youth workshop and/or free

as part of a racism-in-schools campaign. How- school being set up under social services,
ever, I did not want to make the issue a pol-
itical one. Perhaps I was wrong, but I saw
staff solidarity as essential if the decision
was to be contested any further.

The real reasons for the closure of the
club, it seems to me, were the head's rac-

ism and a resentment of the way I ran it - .

which I should have some part in. If not, I
shall seek some other kind of alternative
education to get involved in. I do miss
teaching, and I miss the kids and some of the
teachers I worked with.

Apostscript to this affair: my old job,
under the same headmaster, has just been

reeadvertised (beginning of November) by the
HI“ W t ' b ?. ame ~. an a ,0 an oneand, I suppose, my ideas and lack of deference S “ 7 V

to his authority: at more than one meeting I
expressed what I felt was the need for comm-
unication and decision-making to be more open
and shared.

DENNIS MCELDOWNEY
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HILDRENS RIGHTS WORKSHOP (75 Balfour St, L
‘::London.SE17. tel O1 705 721]) have produced
a set of notes for parents, and for their
friends and neighbours, who have children who
don't go to school. They may also howof use
to people who just want to help the growing
number of children in this situation in.their
own area — school refusers, school phobios,
truants, call them what you like.

The law provides parents with some clear
obligations but also with a basic right. _The
Education Act 1944, section 36-says: "it shall
be the duty of the parent of every child of
compulsory school age to cause him to recieve
efficient full-time education suitable to his
age, ability, and aptitude, either by regglar
attendance at school or otherwise. In other
words, parents do have the right to educate
their children 'otherwise'; i.e. other than
at school. You dont have to send your kids to
school if they dont want to go and if you dont
want to force'them. ‘You can carry out your
responsibilities "otherwise".

Because the Education Act talks of "the duty
of the parent" the notes are directed at par-
ents. It is up to parents themselves, either
alone or collectively, to arrange and support
their own "otherwise" educational programme.
The only exception to this is when a) LEA's
are_pg§ offering"a place to a child (of com-
pulsory school age) in one of its schools or
other institutions; and b) "by reason of any
extraordinary"circumstances a child...is
unable to attend a suitable school..}"(Sect 56)

The notes give excellent advice about the
potential hassles that will probably have to
be endured/overcome.

For parents who have children who do not
want to go to school, and who themselves do
not want to force them to go, then there are
two alternatives, two ways of setting"up than:
own ‘otherwise’ programme. These are: Home-
based tuition, individually or in groups, or
supporting and joiningrlocal alternative
education projects in their locality.
a) Home-bagod tuition. This is the traditional
method used by the very rich or the aristocrat-
ic to educate their children for leadership
etc, but also used in the case of children
unable to attend school for reasons of'illness
or handicap. In fact since the Education Act
in 1944, LEA's have provided home-based tuition
(as well as hospital classes) for a whole range
of children needing special education. In
recent years, this state-run home-based tuition
has also been used for children with "Behav-
ioural problems", "maladjusted children", inc-
16
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luding"truants. Clearly this state-run home
based tuition

luding truants. Clearly this state run home-
based service cannot cope with the vast num-
bers of school refusers today. The home based
tuition takes place either in the childs home
or the teachers home, and is usually on a one-
to-one basis. However a number of tution
groups are now being set up by the Education
Authorities. Normally the EA's only provide
10 hours of tuition for secondary age children
and 6 hours home-based tuition for primary age
children. Parents wanting to educate their
children at home can therefore quite legally
set up a home tuition.scheme, either proyiding
the tuition themselves or using~outsids teach-
ers or tutors. Alternatively, parents can set
‘up a home-based tuition group with other A
parents, again using local qualified people if
necessary
b) Local Alternative Education Projects; In
recent years alternative education projects
have sprung"up in most urban areas of this
country. They range from Free Schools to
Truancy Projects and other small-scale special
education units. Most of these projects are
set up and run (and financed) by voluntary
groups. But in a few cases the LEA's have had
to open up their own state-run truancy proj-
ects or special units. And it is true that
most of the Free Schools and other voluntary
projects do depend, or hope to, on 1Q¢a1
authority support, including the LEA. Mostly
these alternative education projects only
serve th» immediate locality where they are,
and are R°t OPQH to the people outside those
localities. *In any case, there are very few
of them and most of them have long waiting
lists. For example, in London there are 6
Free Schools and some 30 Truancy Projects or
special units, all of whom have a full compl-
ement and have waiting lists. However, in
most urban areas there are projects under way’
or on the point of opening, many of whigh Igl-
come your suppert and commitment. In return
the legal requirements concerning your chil-
drens education will be satisfied. Local
P13-Y§'011pB ,' playg'ounds(adventure ) , info
services and community newspapers are good
points of contact. But parents should be
prepared to organise among~themselves to start
the ball rolling. p
Fuller text of this leaflet, further info etc
available from Alternative Education Informat-
ion Service c/o address at beginning of piece.
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SEXISM & EDUCATION - a conference is being
organized in Nottingham; - provisional
date and place is Nottm. Teachers‘ Centre,
March lst. So far there are workshops plan-
ed on: Women and teaching unions; readers
and teaching materia1s7~productoin of non-
sexist books; equal opportunities in relat-
ion to school curriculum, training and app-
renticeship schemes; position of gay people
in teaching; sex education. Any suggestions
for other topics orcomments, advice, etc..
or information contact...Conference Organ-
zing Group, 18, Corporation Oaks, Nottm.
r phone Nottm.47304 and ask for Jane.

LEEDS FREE SCHOOL AND COEMUNITY TRUST O.K.
NEED HELP AND MONEY TO KEEP GOING....
They subsist entirely on donations, and
the five fulltime teachers are unpaid.
Please send enquiries to:- Leeds Free
School, Eldon Chapel, Woodhouse Lane,
Leeds 2. Tel. Leeds 787008.

PEACE PLEDGE UNION EDUCATION COMEISSION
is trying to get alternative points of view

I on war to schoolkids. Find out how from-
6, Endsleigh St. London, W.C.l.

SCM's MOVEMENT, issue no. 15 contains a 36
page supplement on Professions and Unprofess-
ions. Lazy researching, but a good intro for
the unconvinced. 20p-from.SCM, ANNANDALE,

THNOR END ROAD, LONDON, NW11
* * '* cl! * uI* t “ “ “

1

s rying o show what kids
really think and feel§contributions and
subs.(underl6's free, over 17's 20p.) At-

-' 44, Earls Court Road, London.H.8,They also
run"Kids Aid"- afree help and info. service
for under 17's.
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STANFORD-BINE INTELLIGENCE issms have been
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illegally reprinted and distributed by persgn
or persons unknown because if they get well
en°u€h known they necessarily become invalid-
ated as a test of intelligence - Right on
°°mrad°sv Whoever you sre....................
AFTER DESCHOOLING, WHAT‘? by Ivan Illich. The
blurb announces a brilliantly argued follow-
up to DESCHOOLING SOCIETY. Dont expect too
much though: '

"Today it is relatively easy to get wide-
spead agreement on the fact that gratuit-
ous, compulsory schooling is contrary to
the political self-interest of an enlight-
ened majority".

‘Oh yeah. Most of the rest is an attack on
‘the dangers of a rash, uncritical and wide-
spread disestablishment of school‘. ( much
of this a rehash of.the earlier essay THE
ALTERNATIVE TO SCHOOLING 2 free from son).
He gives the impression of thinking'that
its all suddenly going to happen after Xmas.
If we remember that he is not writing for
Anarchs and practising"deschoolers, then
there is some basic good stuff in there. But
while talking of ‘legal protection for Free
Schools; a political programme; and principles
for the construction of institutional
arrangements.....', he cant really expert his
disestablished schools not to contain the
hidden curriculum.and other nasties that he
warns us about being careful of. Its copy-
right to Social Policy Inc, but he sounds more
situationist than ever. 24pages, 25p cost.
Published by the Writers and Readers Publishir
Cooperative - whoever they might be. Availablb
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AGIT Pnofi cont...

MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY - A Prospectus byStudents

The illustrations below are taken from an
‘Alternative Prospectus‘ which has been prod-
uced by students at Manchester ‘with sixth
formers firmly in mind, and also for students
who might already be in higher or further
education who may want to transfer course’.
As the introduction points out, what 0ffi0ia1
pruspectuses lack ‘are the views of the
consumers of the course‘.

Get it from: , _
The Education & University Affairs Office,
University of Manchester Union,
Oxford Road,
EANCHESTEH, M13 9P3
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CHILDRENS COMMUNITY CENTRE - Our Experience Of
Collective Child Care, is a chronicle of the
personal feelings, interpersonal relationships,
organisational aspects of the first 20 months
existence of a parent controlled nursery.
Invaluable for anyone involved - at whatever
level - in similar work. 20p from 123 DART-
MOUTH PARK HILL, LONDON, N19

* * * * * * * * * * *
Ihanchester NUSS are hoping to set up a centre
(at 178 Oxford Road - home of mom, CBASSROOTS,
and other goodies). It will be a specialised
literature shop, legal advice centre for kids
in particular, and meeting place for "those
interested in making a radical change in educ-
ation". To be called the ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION
CENTRE. Hoping to open in Jan 75. O
Communications to:- MARK GREENWOOD,¢i3 SPATH
ROAD, nmsmmr noncrmsrsa (tel 061 445 1807)

* * * * * * * * * * *
Welcome return after 18 months. RED RAT (no 6 )
50p from 42 ESSENDINE MANSIONS, ESEIIDINE RD,
LONDON W9. ~This issue on MPH} Alternative
Therapies; Therapeutic Communities; Self Help
Therapy Groups etc.
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THE MOCK UP is a 12-page dumy issue of the
other publication to be born of the amoeba-
like split in the PEACE NEWS operation, Ag
the continuing PN goes along its course of
seeking out and publicising alternatives, thus
will the MOCK UP - or whatever it ends up
being called - re-establish the emphasis (from
the Peace News that was) on campaigning*and
opposition to various ramifications of the
military/industrial/capitalistic ethos that
pervades our lives. In addition to this
aspect, the dummy MOCK UP has bits on Pat
Arrowsmit; mental handicap; state-run
Neighbourhood Councils; and Gramsci. A nice
start, (its not priced, but if any are left
then 10p should get you one). Communications
to LONDON PENCE NEWS WORKING GROUP, 5 Caled-
onian Rd, London, N1.

* * * * * * * ex * * *
Support the anarchist thorn in the stalinist
N.U.S flesh, SCANUS and CONCENUS have re-
surfaced as COMMUNUS - Newsletter of Student
Community Action and the Environmental Network
36 pages, 12p. from nus (CA&EN) 3 Endsleigh'St
London.iC1
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Class War Comix
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3€uv\fluéfluéM -nveneus'n-asAmos obkcrhmo-Lkpnew
This is the first of a series of six comic

books dealing with alternative social struct-
ures and revolution. ‘New Times‘ finds us in
a Utopian society after a revolution which is
beginning to turn sour - parallel to the
situation in Russia in the years 1917 to 1921
‘A socialist bureaucracy has risen up as
repressive as the one it has replaced.‘ The
story focusses on Pete, a member of a rural
commune whose dawning political awareness is
gradually overcoming his apathy.

CLASS WAR COHIX No.1 is obtainable from:
Epic Productions, 76 Peckham Road, London SE5

)(Cover price 25p - send enough to cover post
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. from: Val Hennessy

Two points - first it was nice of you to
print my short article ‘Friend or Boss‘ last
month but it did give the impression that
either I'm a compulsive hoarder of ‘The Teach-
er‘ or a very slow reader as my article refer-
red to an item which appeared in ‘The Teacher‘
last January! ‘Friend or Boss‘ was sent to
you in January and appeared in Lib. Ed. in
October - not bad, I thought, for a libertar-
ian publication.

Second point - wot about the Nombles? These
conservation-obsessed sexists should be avoids
ed. Hhen you are reading Homble stories to
your kids (& try getting your tongue round the
name 'Tomsk' when you're reading aloud) note
how all the action is with the male Homblcs,
Uncle Bulgaria, Tomermoray, Bungo and all. No
female Hombles get sent out with their Womble
bags to collect litter or invent ingenious
devices out of human junk. The two female
Hombles hover around very much in the back-
ground, Hadame Cholet who is there to cook
for the boys and moans constantly about the
state of her dirty stove, and the Womble lady
who runs the kindergarten. Yet another examp-
le of reinforcement of stereotyped male/female
sex roles?
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ALL our, LET'S swarm.
ALL THOSE IN FAVOUR.
ADRENALIN PUMPING now ,
srcowos sees LIKE A LIFETIME
A THOUSAND HANDS RAISED.
nuns rr, sors,
or-n'1"s IT, we're our.
rmnus-n c BLOODY FEELING-S.
CLASS ACTION, SOLIDARITY.

Down new we-co,
rows TO rem GATES.
PICETS STOP THAT LOBBY.
YES THAT'S RIGHT.

PICKETS STOP THAT SCAB.

I('.E“.EP war. our, TE BASTARDS-*3‘
coo, IT'S COLD THIS HORNING.
ALI. DOUBrs cows row,
ALL FAITH RESTORED.
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I LOVE YOU ALL. I

FIGHT OH, FIGHT OH.
THIS HORK E;<PER1ENc£ LARK
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